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Abstract: Numerous methods are analysed in detail to improve task schedul-
ing and data security performance in the cloud environment. The methods
involve scheduling according to the factors like makespan, waiting time,
cost, deadline, and popularity. However, the methods are inappropriate for
achieving higher scheduling performance. Regarding data security, existing
methods use various encryption schemes but introduce significant service
interruption. This article sketches a practical Real-time Application Centric
TRS (Throughput-Resource utilization–Success) Scheduling with Data Secu-
rity (RATRSDS) model by considering all these issues in task scheduling and
data security. The method identifies the required resource and their claim time
by receiving the service requests. Further, for the list of resources as services,
the method computes throughput support (Thrs) according to the number of
statements executed and the complete statements of the service. Similarly, the
method computes Resource utilization support (Ruts) according to the idle
time on any duty cycle and total servicing time. Also, the method computes
the value of Success support (Sus) according to the number of completions for
the number of allocations. The method estimates the TRS score (Throughput
Resource utilization Success) for different resources using all these support
measures. According to the value of the TRS score, the services are ranked
and scheduled. On the other side, based on the requirement of service requests,
the method computes Requirement Support (RS). The selection of service is
performed and allocated. Similarly, choosing the route according to the Route
Support Measure (RSM) enforced route security. Finally, data security has
gets implemented with a service-based encryption technique. The RATRSDS
scheme has claimed higher performance in data security and scheduling.
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1 Introduction

The increasing volume of organizational and customer data challenges the storage capacity of
different organizations. The organization maintains various data, including business and personal
information about its employees and customers. Also, they need more time to be ready and capable of
purchasing huge volume data centres due to their cost. The cloud platform is deployed to support the
organizations. The cloud environment opens the gate for different scale organisations in such a way as
to keep their data secure as well as provide access to their users at the exact and least cost.

The cloud can be classified as public, private, or hybrid, each dedicated to providing different
services. Various service providers offer the same sets of services. However, the services differ with
different constraints, and they differ in Quality of Service (QoS) performance. Scheduling and selecting
services according to various parameters is necessary to achieve effective results. Several scheduling
approaches consider different parameters like throughput, makespan, latency, and so on [1].

Further, the services can be ranked in several ways according to their throughput, latency,
completion ratio, success rate, and popularity. Yet, the entire system’s performance depends on how
the services are selected and ranked. It is necessary to rank the services based on multiple parameters.

On the other side, the services are accessed through several devices where the requested data is
passed through many hops in the network. Internet of Things (IoT) devices will be located along the
route. But the devices cannot be trusted, and it is necessary to choose an efficient route to improve
the performance of QoS. The routing is performed in several ways, considering parameters like hop
count, traffic, energy, mobility, and direction. Still, choosing an efficient route with higher security is
necessary. The security of any route can be measured by considering a variety of parameters. In another
way, data security has been enforced with blockchain technology. By incorporating the blockchain
methodology, data security in the cloud can be improved. This research is geared towards maximising
the cloud’s security in data and routing with high-quality scheduling of services. Based on the above
analogy, scheduling performance can be improved by enforcing a strategic scheduling scheme that
considers the maximum number of parameters and features. Instead of considering just makespan
and popularity or completion time, it is necessary to consider various features like throughput,
resource utilization, and success rate. Further, performance achievement dramatically depends on the
way services are ranked. So, the selection of services should be performed according to the support
requirements.

On the other side, data security should be enforced to improve the entire QoS of the environment
because the presence of malicious nodes in the network or route would spoil service access and degrade
service performance. Finally, route security should be enforced rigidly, supporting performance devel-
opment. By considering all these, an efficient real-time application-centric TRS schedule and service-
based data encryption are discussed in this paper. The method estimates Requirement Support (RS)
values for the task submitted toward identifying the resource and measures Route Support Measure
(RSM) towards selecting the route. The RSM value is measured according to the presence of IoT
devices and other route features. By incorporating the proposed scheduling model, the performance
of the cloud environment would be improved by including the available IoT devices in the scheduling,
which would support the development of QoS performance. The QoS performance of cloud scheduling
can be improved not just by choosing effective resources and sequences but also depending on the route
selected for data transmission. This claim says the proposed model produces higher QoS performance.
The TRS approach increases performance on various QoS factors and improves security by adapting
RSM-based route selection. Also, the adaptation of service-based data encryption improves data
security.The article is organised to present different details. Section 1 offers a detailed introduction
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to cloud scheduling and the methods and issues involved in scheduling tasks in the cloud. Section
2 summarises the literature survey with different approaches to the problem. Section 3 details the
working methodology of the proposed scheduling approach, and Section 4 details the performance
analysis results and discusses different parameters in detail. Finally, Section 5 describes the conclusion
of the approach and future work.

2 Literature Survey

Several approaches are discussed in the literature around task scheduling and securing data in the
cloud. This part analyses and presents different approaches related to the problem.

An efficient workflow management scheme with scheduling to support big data applications is
presented in [2], which works on two tiers by generating several combinations of tasks and schedule
accordingly. An energy and resource efficient scheduling (ERES) model over a virtual environment is
presented in [3], which targets minimizing energy consumption and maximizing resource utilization.
Also, the model considers the deadline constraints by reducing the makespan. A detailed review of
multi-objective task scheduling is presented in [4], which considers different approaches and classifies
the schemes based on the optimization adapted. A low-power task scheduling scheme is introduced
in [5], which uses a loss comparison rule to select specific clusters of resources with minimum loss
and power usage. A dynamic scheme for resource allocation and task scheduling to handle power
management is discussed in [6]. The method uses a resource prediction scheme and a resource table
updating scheme to select efficient resources in scheduling with the least amount of power.

Towards efficient service selection, a context-based service similarity measure-based approach
is presented in [7], which computes the similarity according to the input and output parameters in
measuring the correlation. According to the correlation measure, service composition is performed.
A DoC2Vec-based functionality clustering with Deep-FM score prediction is presented in [8], which
conducts functionality clustering with Doc2Vec and uses Deep-FM to extract the relationship among
the services. A composite description-based reconstructed profile for web service recommendation is
presented in [9], which dynamically constructs the service profiles with different historical information
to perform service selection and recommendation.

A location-aware service composition and mixture ranking scheme is presented in [10], which
analyses the QoE (Quality of Experience) features of different services in ranking them and uses
GLLB (a global most significant number of service requests first, local best-fit service candidate
first) in service ranking and scheduling. A trust-based routing scheme with blockchain security
and reinforcement learning is presented in [11], which uses blockchain and reinforcement learning
techniques for data security in WSNs (wireless sensor networks). The blockchain is used to identify
the nodes involved in routing, gets routing information, and supports avoiding tampering. By adopting
the blockchain in routing, the nodes can quickly identify the next hop to be forwarded and cannot be
tempered. In [12], a secure transaction for bitcoin is presented, which performs routing according to
the properties of the data. The method involves securing the data according to the assumption of data
and considering different properties of the data. The route selection is performed by considering data
properties to improve data security.

The challenges in scheduling tasks in cloud environments have been well studied, analyzing
different issues in task scheduling [13]. Further, a detailed analysis of scheduling nomenclature is
presented in [14], with a lot of experimental research. A heuristic approach that combines analytical
hierarchy and bandwidth-aware scheduling is presented, including the longest-exempted preemption
scheduling approaches [15].
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A load-based scheduling algorithm named LIF is presented that identifies the integrated loads of
different tasks and performs scheduling based on the features [16]. Similarly, a scheduling scheme is
introduced where the resources are minimal according to the market-oriented scheme, and the tasks are
distributed among the clients [17]. Furthermore, the participants utilize the same market approach in
service allocation. It identifies the order in which combinations of services can be allocated to perform
scheduling [18].

A market-oriented strategy in scheduling the resources considers the cost of tasks in accessing the
resources. The selection of the scheduling sequence is made according to the task [19]. A log-based
approach is presented that considers the previous logs of scheduling and, based on the performance
of resources for the task assigned, performs the scheduling [20].

A randomised online stack algorithm (ROSA) based on booking calculation is presented in [21],
which uses a certain proportion of resources at the lower bound and finds resources with the lowest
cost in resource allocation. A policy-based load-balancing approach is presented that uses the ant
colony to perform optimization to reduce the makespan [22]. A hybrid heuristic and genetic-based
task scheduling algorithm are presented in [23], which combines a genetic algorithm and a list-based
scheme for scheduling in cloud environments. A user-centric adaptive fuzzy clustering-based resource
scheduling scheme is presented in [24], which works based on the trust sensitivity being used in splitting
the resources around the user and task-based scheduling. For each of them, it would compute the trust
measures based on which the resource selection would be performed.

An online reinforcement learning-based scheduling is presented in [25] to handle the lack of knowl-
edge of resources prior to foresighted task allocation. A modified ACO (ant colony optimization)
technique is proposed to improve the performance of scheduling the VMs [26]. An energy-based task
allocation scheme and resource allocation strategy over the Green-Sched model is presented, where
the method considers the deadline, cost, and so on, in scheduling [27]. On the other side, a genetic
algorithm-based meta-heuristic scheduling strategy is presented to reduce the cost of workflow. Also,
the method considers the deadline at a reduced price [28]. In [29], a novel approach, WOA (Whale
Optimization Algorithm), is presented to improve the scheduling performance.

All the methods discussed above suffer from poor scheduling performance and introduce poor
throughput performance. This article considers all these and presents a TRS scheduling model for the
QoS development of the entire environment.

2.1 Problem Statement

The problem of task scheduling in the cloud has been well studied, and various approaches
are analyzed for their performance in different metrics. The existing methods consider only limited
features and factors in selecting resources for any task that challenges the methods’z ability to achieve
higher performance metrics. The scheduling performance can be improved by considering multiple
and maximum metrics and features.

2.2 Motivation

Around the problem identified from the literature, the author is motivated to improve the
performance in scheduling. The selection of resources can be enhanced by adapting the scheduling
algorithm to throughput, resource utilization, and success rate. By enforcing the scheduling algorithm
according to the above features and computing requirement support for the tasks, the performance of
scheduling can be improved.
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3 Real-Time Applications Centric TRS Scheduling and Data Security (RACTRSDS) Model

The proposed RACTRSDS model maintains a set of services for various tasks. Also, the traces of
different services and resources are maintained in the cloud. By receiving the user request, the method
extracts the features of the service claimed and estimates the requirement support (RS) value. Similarly,
the method estimates the TRS value for different sets of services to choose the best one. The scheduling
is performed according to the TRS values. Again, route security is enforced by measuring RSM (Route
Support Measure), and data security is enforced using service-based data encryption schemes. The
detailed approach is discussed in this section.

The schematic diagram of the proposed RATRSDS model and its functional components are
sketched in Fig. 1. Each is discussed briefly in this part.

Service 
Request

Real-Time 
Application Centric 
TRS Scheduling and 
Data Security Model

Preprocessing

TRS  Fitness 
Scheduling

Service-Centric 
Data Encryption

Cloud Three

Cloud One

Cloud Two

Service 
Pool

Figure 1: Architecture of proposed RATRSDS model

3.1 Preprocessing

The task set submitted has been read at this stage, identifying the tasks submitted. Any task
would have several subtasks, and such subtasks are identified. For any task, there should be a specific
resource to be used to complete the task. The preprocessing algorithm identifies the tasks and resources
required. Also, from the task submitted, the method would find the hold time of each task and its
resources. Such features are extracted and converted into feature vectors to perform task scheduling.

The task set submitted to the preprocessing algorithm is presented in Table 1, where, for each
task, the method would find the list of resources required and their hold time towards scheduling.
According to the rows of Table 1, each task has several subtasks, and to perform such tasks, we would
need several resources for a specific time. For example, task no. 1 requires resources R1, R2, and R3
for a certain amount of time, as mentioned, to complete the task. According to the details of Table 1,
the TRS scheduling algorithm would select a sequence of tasks to be executed to achieve higher QoS
performance.
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Table 1: Task set submitted

Task no. Resource Time claims

1 R1,R2,R4 4,7,9
2 R2,R3,R5 2,5,9
3 R1,R2,R3,R4 3,6,8,9
4 R3,R3,R5 6,2,8
5 R1,R2,R3 4,7,9

Algorithm 1: Preprocessing Algorithm
Given: Task Set Ts
Obtain Feature Set Fs.
Start

Read Task set Ts.

Identify set of all tasks Tasks =
size(Ts)∑

Tasks ∈ Ts(i)
i = 1

(1)

For each task Ti

Identify the list of sub-task STs =
∑

SubTasks ∈ Ti (2)

Level = 1;
For each sub-task STi

Identify the resource required Rr =
size(STs)

STs(i).Resource
i = 1

(3)

Identify the resource claim time Rct =
size(STs)

STs(i).Resource.HoldTime
i = 1

(4)

Generate feature vector Fv = {level, Sti,Rr,Rct}
Add to feature set Fs = ∑

(Fv ∈ Fs) ∪ Fv
End

End
Stop

The preprocessing algorithm reads the task set using Eq. (1), and the list of subtasks is identified
using Eq. (2) for each task. Further, using Eq. (3), the resource required is identified. Also, the features
like the hold time required by the task are identified using Eq. (4) and extracted to produce a feature
vector. A generated feature vector is added to the set to support TRS scheduling. According to the
content of Table 1, the method finds the set of tasks and their required resources with the claim time
to generate the feature vector to support efficient scheduling.

3.2 TRS Fitness Scheduling

The proposed scheduling algorithm works according to the TRS support values. The method reads
the feature vectors and service taxonomies to perform. From the taxonomy, the method identifies the
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set of services according to the service requests identified at each stage. First, the feature vectors are
split according to the stage of the task. The method identifies the service type for each task and finds the
set of services available from the taxonomy. Now, according to service and resource identification, the
method computes support values based on throughput, resource utilization, and success rate measures.
Similarly, the method computes the value of required support for each resource identified. Finally,
using the value of TRS support values, the method computes the value of the Scheduling Fitness Score
(SFS). The services are ranked according to the SFS, and based on that, scheduling is performed.

Algorithm 2: TRS Scheduling Algorithm
Given: Feature Vector Set Fvs, Service Taxonomy ST, Trace Tr
Obtain: Null
Start

Read Feature Vector Set Fvs, Service Taxonomy ST, Trace Tr.

Find the number of stages Ns =
size(Fvs)

Max(Fvs(i, ..j).Stage)
i = 1

At each stage s
For each task T

Service set ss =
size(ST)∑

ST(i).service.Type == Task
i = 1

For each service sr
Compute throughput support Thrs.

Thrs =
∑size(Tr)

i=1 Tr(i).service == sr&&Tr(i).execution statements
∑size(Tr)

i=1 Tr(i).service == sr
(5)

Compute resource utilization support Ruts.

Ruts =
∑size(Tr)

i=1 Tr(i).service == sr&&Tr(i).HoldTime
∑size(Tr)

i=1 Tr(i).service == sr&&Tr(i).completionTime
(6)

Compute success support Sus.

Sus =
∑size(Tr)

i=1 Tr(i).service == sr&&Tr(i).state == Complete
∑size(Tr)

i=1 Tr(i).service == sr
(7)

Compute scheduling fitness score SFS.

SFS = (Thrs × Sus)
Ruts

(8)

End
Rank services according to SFS.
Choose the most valued service and assign the task.

End
Stop

The TRS fitness-based scheduling scheme discussed above represents how the scheduling is
performed according to the value of TRS measures, the number of services accessed and the number of
statements executed using Eq. (5). Similarly, the value of ruts is measured according to the completion
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time and hold time of different services using Eq. (6). The value of Sus is calculated according to the
number of completions and total service access using Eq. (7). Finally, the value of SFS is measured by
computing throughput support, resource utilisation support (Ruts), and success support (Sus). The
value of SFS is used to find a task that supports the enhancement of QoS.

3.3 Service-Centric Secure Data Encryption

The security of the service data is enforced in two ways. The proposed approach enforces data
security by choosing the data encryption scheme according to the type of service. Similarly, the
selection of the transmission route is performed according to the value of the Route Support Measure
(RSM). To perform this, the method first identifies the set of routes available to access the service. For
each route identified, the method estimates the RSM according to the number of transmissions made
earlier, the number of them made exactly, and the number missed and retransmitted. According to the
value of RSM, the method selects an optimal route, the data is encrypted with the selected service and
the key has been transmitted through the chosen route. The selection of keys is made from the set of
keys dedicated to the service. As the model maintains the key set and scheme sets for different services
dedicatedly, the method selects a distinct key from the key set and scheme set, which will be sent to the
receiver in a secure channel as an index. The receiver gets the index values and performs a lookup on
the set maintained by it, which has been given to the user at the start of the session. By mapping the
key and scheme, the user can get the original data.

The service-centric secure data encryption scheme presented above represents how the data
transmission is performed through the secure route and how the data security is enforced with
the service-based scheme. The RSM value of any route is measured according to the successful
transmission of packets through the route and the number of retransmissions that occur on the route
considered. According to the value of RSM, the most effective route is selected, and data transmission
is performed.

4 Results and Discussion

The Real-time Application Centric TRS Scheduling and Data Security (RACTRSDS) scheme is
hard-coded, and its efficacy is measured on various parameters. In this section, the obtained results
are compared with those of different other approaches.

The details of services and resources considered for the performance evaluation have been
measured and displayed in Table 2.

Table 2: Details of evaluation

Parameter Value

Tool used Cloud sim
Number of resources 100
Number of instances 5
Number of tasks 200
Number of services 300
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Algorithm:
Given: Data D, Scheme set Scs, and Key set Keys, service taxonomy ST
Obtain: Encrypted data ED
Start

Read Data D, a scheme set scs, and key set keys.

Find service type SType =
size(ST)

ST(i).Service == s && ST(i).Type
i = 1

Encryption scheme Es =
size(Scs)

Rand(Scs, Scs(i).Type == SType)
i = 1

Encryption key Ek =
size(keys)

Rand(keys, keys(i).Type == SType)
i = 1

For each feature f
ED = Encrypt(Data.f,Es,Ek)

End
Identify the list of routes Rl to the service point.
For each router

Compute route support measure RSM.

Rsm =
∑size(Tr)

i=1 Tr(i).Route == r&&Tr(i).state == success
∑size(Tr)

i=1 Tr(i).Route == r

×
∑size(Tr)

i=1 Tr(i).State == retransmit
∑size(Tr)

i=1 Tr(i).Route == r
(9)

End
Choose the route with maximum RSM and transmit the chain through the route.

Stop

The efficiency of various approaches to scheduling is evaluated and compared with the result of
the proposed RACTRSDS approach. The RACTRSDS scheme has claimed higher performance in
all categories of the number of tasks than other schemes, as displayed in Table 3.

Table 3: Analysis of scheduling

Scheduling Performance % vs. No of tasks

50 Tasks 100 Tasks 200 Tasks

EREC 76 71 69
EAT 83 77 73
PESVMC 87 91 91
RACTRSDS 91 95 98
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The efficacy of scheduling achieved by different approaches is evaluated and compared in Fig. 2,
where the RACTRSDS scheme has achieved a higher rate than other schemes.

The efficiency of energy utilisation reduction is measured for different approaches and presented
in Table 4. The proposed RACTRSDS approach has claimed higher results than other approaches.

Fig. 3 denotes the comparative result on energy efficiency produced by different methods with
varying numbers of tasks. In each case, the RACTRSDS scheme has achieved higher performance.

The resource utilisation performance produced by various approaches is counted in the presence
of different numbers of tasks. In each case, RACTRSDS produced higher performance, as in Table 5.

Performance in resource utilisation is evaluated with different-sized task buckets. The RAC-
TRSDS scheme introduced higher performance in each bucket and is plotted in Fig. 4.

Figure 2: Analysis of scheduling performance

Table 4: Analysis of energy efficiency

Energy efficiency % vs No of tasks

50 Tasks 100 Tasks 200 Tasks

EREC 74 71 68
EAT 81 74 72
PESVMC 86 89 92
RACTRSDS 91 94 97

Figure 3: Analysis of energy efficiency
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Table 5: Analysis of resource utilization

Resource utilization performance vs No of task

50 Tasks 100 Tasks 200 Tasks

EREC 71 74 78
EAT 74 79 83
PESVMC 81 87 92
RACTRSDS 87 92 97

Figure 4: Analysis of resource utilization

The value of time complexity introduced by various approaches for different bucket sizes of tasks
is measured and plotted in Table 6, where RACTRSDS has claimed less time complexity in all the
buckets.

Table 6: Performance in time complexity

Time complexity vs. No of task

50 Tasks 100 Tasks 200 Tasks

EREC 32 46 59
EAT 28 34 46
PESVMC 24 28 32
RACTRSDS 21 25 29

Time complexity in scheduling different bucket sizes of tasks is measured for various approaches
where the RACTRSDS scheme has introduced less time complexity, as plotted in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Analysis of time complexity
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5 Conclusion

This paper presents an efficient real-time application-centric TRS scheduling system with data
security (RACTRSDS). The method receives the user request and finds the task set given. The method
applies preprocessing and feature extraction with the task set to generate a feature vector set. With the
feature vector set obtained, the method estimates different support measures on throughput, resource
utilization, success rate, etc. With the support measures computed, the method computes the value
of the scheduling fitness score for different services. According to the value of SFS, the method
performs the task scheduling over the services. Also, the secure route is identified with the support
of the secure route measure and applies service-centric data encryption to improve data security. The
method improves performance in energy efficiency by up to 97%, data security by up to 97%, and
scheduling by up to 98%.
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